DANIELA BRASIL
recent works, 2019-22

ABRE-CAMINHOS
with Karla Barroso
serie Curanderias, 2021
this work is part of a collaborative artistic-research,
partially published as 3 Ebós and a Herbal Bath
#healing(faju) New Alphabet School
Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin

Photos: Daniela Brasil, Karla Barroso & Nikola Milatovic

STUDY CABINET OF
PROF. OGEDE
. . . EWÉ EKO
THE SCHOOL OF THE WE
<rotor>
Graz Kulturjahr 2020
April-Set 2021

This room was conceived by
Daniela Brasil for the
School of the We. invited works/
artists: Nomadic Healing Wheel,
Delaine le Bas & Mara Lea Hohn;
Seeding Stories: a living archive,
Sophie Krier; A Basic Exercise, Ayumi
Matzusaka; Really Free Seed Bank,
Triple AAA. in Collaboration with the
Botanical Garden & Kunstgarten,
Graz
_____________________________
//
collections of healing plants,
magic and ritualistic objects, seeds,
stones, plant inks, soil experiments,
human and animal bodily waste;
photography, collage and painting;
books, thoughts, and field notes
//
the space could be activated in
various forms: seeds-exchange,
techniques and recipes sharing,
story-telling, visitors were invited
to meditate, draw and write letters.
readings and study groups were
welcome.
//
This room is an immersive (un)
learning space, a cabinet of
ancestralities and learning paths,
dedicated to the healing, sentient
wisdom of the plants and the morethan-human.

Photos:Thomas Raggam/ Daniela Brasil

Ideas to postopone the
end of the world, Ailton Krenak.
Corn roots from Kunstgarten.
EZLN doll, a present from
friends from UniTierra Oaxaca.

The Study Cabinet is dedicated to Prof. Ogede (the Yorubá name of the Banana Tree),
or Musa Sapientum (the Latin name according to Linnaean taxonomy)- It isone of the
most resilient migrant plants, whose fruits are nutritious, but also its flowers and leafs
(Ewé) have special powers.
The Cabinet evokes social memories and spiritual forces from collective practices
engaged in freeing and healing the soil, the body and the soul; It praises healthier
relationships among us – human, more-than-human, and with the Earth. It is an
invitation for visitors to enter a chaos-world of (in)visible relations, between secrecy,
resistance and discovery, across cultures and ancestralities. It shows paths for healing
the colonial wounds, for engaging with learning journeys outside the academic
institutions, by reclaiming subjugated knowledges and other forms of knowledge
transmission.
There are many possible points of entry… and ways of contributing, open to formats
and contents that emerge. A way to composting our own shit, and ro create fertile soil
– where healing practices can intertwine and grow…

Desk with collections of seeds and fertilizers,
healing herbs, and a photo of Damian Le Bas
in his garden.
An invitation from the Nomadic Healing Wheel
– Delaine le Bas & Mara Lea Hohn for the visitors
to write letters with the blue ink of Clitoria
Ternatea, or the butterfly pea flowers.

Free Soil Reader, Edited by Amy
Franceschini, Veronica Wiman
and Adam Wight.
an Olive Tree, and a letter from Irmi Horn,
on the name of her daughter, Olivia.
Stones from Swaraj University, Udaipur
and Free Home University, Lecce.

ÁGUAS DE OxALÁ
with Otto Oscar Hernandez
Friday, 21/08/2020
Wipper River/ Residency Schloss Kannawurf, Germany.

Photos Bernhard König

Wipper> Unstrut > Saale > Elbe >
Nordsee > La Manche >
it all flows to the shores of the Black
Atlantic > ancestors memories
> the ports and the dead > Rio de
Janeiro & La Habana.
The river gives us refuge. It roots us back to
the land, to ourselves, to our bodies, and
the untold stories.
Axé! Oxalá.
The water is cold. The air is dry.
The world begins. Once again.

THE CITY AND THE GOOD LIFE
Camera Austria
Graz Kulturjahr 2020
August 2019 - MaY 2021
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9. – 10. Oktober
Symposion »Öffentliche Bilder«
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Staffeltouren
- sich gegenseitig die Stadt erzählen
Beginn: von Camera Austria nach Eggenberg
von ProjektteilnehmerInnen zu ProjektteilnehmerInnen
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Workshop 02
- Thema
- beteiligte Gruppen aus Eggenberg
- Gäste national / international

Workshops
- Thema
- beteiligte Gruppen aus Eggenberg
- Gäste national / international
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Workshop 01
- Wünsche
- Input
- Verbindungen
- Konstellationen
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In Europe, the idea of a good life has a long history connecting it to the city. Aristotle
considered the polis, the city commonwealth, to be linked with the loftiest goals and
the very essence of politics. (...) On the other side of the world, in South America, the
idea means something completely different. It questions western values of “growth”
and “development” in order to achieve the good life collectively and in an ecologically
balanced and culturally sensitive manner. Achieving a “good life for everyone”—“buen
vivir” or “vivir bien”—gained constitutional status in Ecuador (2008) and Bolivia (2009)
and has since become an alternative to rampant neocolonialism and neoliberalism’s
disruption of social life and exploitation of natural resources, one that continues to
be debated internationally and with increasing frequency. Essentially, this subaltern
concept challenges the hegemonic concept of progress (and the dialogue with
it), which originated in Europe. (...) The good life, then, calls “our western” life into
question.
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The question of how to live the good life in the city doesn’t entail a list of tasks to
accomplish or conditions to be achieved—more urban green space, less work, more
jobs and networking, better infrastructure, more culture and better regional planning,
fewer subsidies, and so on—, but is a complex work in progress that can sometimes
be exhausting. After all, as we—the collaborative group that developed this project—
wrote in one of the countless texts we drafted in preparation, the good life is not an
ideal that can be attained, nor is it a fixed concept that seeks implementation, but is an
ongoing process of negotiating and rethinking, sharing and participating, revising and
reconnecting.
(...)
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Project development group: Reinhard Braun, Daniela Brasil, Nicole Six & Paul
Petritsch, Urban Subjects – Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen, Helmut Weber.
Various Partners, uncluding: Büro für Pessi_mismus, Department »Soziale Arbeit«
der FH Joanneum, Gruppe Bussi – Abteilung für Ortsbezogene Kunst, Jugend am
Werk – housing first, Natur.Werk.Stadt, OPEN.LAB Reininghaus, Stadtteilprojekt
EggenLend, Talenteküche...

Camera Austria zu Gast in Eggenberg /EggenLend
Pinnwand Eggenberg /Ausstellungen
Passstücke / Ortsmarkierung
Eggenberg /EggenLend zu Gast in der Camera Austria
Projekte der Projektbeteiligten werden realisiert

Projektentwicklungsdiagram, Six/ Petrisch

Picnic in the Parklet at the parking lot of Merkur Eggenberg
with Natur.Werk.Statt. International day without cars, 22.09.20

(...) Extracts of press text.
https://camera-austria.at/en/presse/the-city-the-good-life-site-specific-public-lessons/

Listening Sessions mit Ultra Red (UK) & workers of Natur.Werk.Statt, Okt 2020

YOU EAT
WHAT I
EAT WHAT
THEY EAT
WE DON’T
Kritische Menu und Installation
Tisch-Gespräche, Markt der Zukunft
Camera Austria, Oktober 2020

““

eine kulinarischekünstlerische Arbeit von
Daniela Brasil & Anthony Saxton
in Kooperation mit Studierenden
der TALENTEKÜCHE

“““

Markt der Zukunft
Camera Austria
Graz,
10/10/2020

YOU EAT

WHAT I
EATWHAT
THEY EAT
WE DON’T
eine
menü-provokation

““

WASSER – Gletscher Wasser, Leitungswasser
Menu serviert für:
Kritische Bildungsarbeit als Möglichkeit der Intervention
*** Laura Bäuml / Kontra.Punkt – Verein für kritische Bildung.
3x (C=14 M=100 Y=100 K=0) – Pralinen
Menu serviert für:
Die Vermessung der Welt oder eine Welt voller intelligenter
Sensoren*** Harald Mayer / DIGITAL Joanneum Research

THE SCHOOL OF THE WE
An Art and Cultural Project on Conviviality
<rotor> center for contemporary art
Graz Kulturjahr 2020
April-Set 2021
convened by Alessandra Pomarico, Daniela Brasil, Margarethe Makovec
& Anton Lederer and numerous contributors in brainstorm meetings,
round tables, artists’ visits, project team and community meetings and
explorations in the neighbourhood.
THE SCHOOL OF THE WE is an artistic, cultural and pedagogical process
that investigates and supports the formation of a collective subject, a
sense of belonging that includes the human and the non-human element,
centering on conviviality, ecosystemic interdependence and multispecies
cohabitation.
It is conceived as a way to reweave our connections and our sense of
togetherness. It is a place of learning, unlearning and ‘up-learning’.
In a moment of radical shifts and unpredictability, it refers to models
that welcome the unforeseeable as a formative element alongside the
unambiguous and defined.

Facade with Lightning Letters form Resanita

planing the entrance and the assembly room,
learning from Ultra-Red’s handbook,
proposing exercises of collective joy...

impressions of the Islands of conviviality throughout
the Annenviertel
Lendplatz: The Nurturing Knowledges Garden
Eliana Otta
Platz der Begegnung: Red Birds Sozial Klub
Nikolay Oleynikov
Orpheum: In the future we will stand together.
Aleksandra Czerniawska
Metahofspitz: We send on …
studio ASYNCHROME
Marienplatz: “Labour Arena
minipogon

WE CREATE A MONUMENT, OTHERWISE
exercise #10 School of the We
workshop for
WIR* Zeit für eine Versammlung
a Project series about Border Politics
Schauspielhaus Graz
November 2021

Inspired by Hélio Oiticica’s Parangolés, this exercise invited
participants to sew a costume. The first challenge was to
supress constraints around physical beauty, and through
sensorial exercises participants chose the materials to wear.
The surprise of a choice taken not by visual culture enabled
the first transposing of an invisible inner frontier, i.e. the
one of our patterns of habits. Through that, and through
improvised dance, rhythms and playfulness, the group found
commonalities that naturally grew into a decision making
process: how to create a collective body to inhabit the
Freiheit Platz for a short while?
A colorful monument of collective joy came into being,
demonstrating how a We could be created – with a lot of
laughter and very few words.

Photos: Nikola Milatović

UNLEARNING ExERCISES
an (un)guide to the exhibition:
WHAT (FOR WHOM) WILL BE, towards a plurality of futures
The booklet was published as a format of the art education
Kunsthaus Graz within the framework of SHOWING STYRIA 2021.
Inspired by the works in the exhibition, the Unlearning Exercises
Booklet is a short compendiumof ideas on possible ways to reposition and undo ourselves (and thereby the world)... by Daniela
Brasil in conversation with a few nice people from the visitors’
service of the Kunsthaus, Graz.

Privilege Walk

von lateinisch privilegium „Ausnahmegesetz, Vorrecht“
ist ein Vorrecht, das einer einzelnen Person oder einer Personengruppe
zugeteilt wird.
Entitlement // Berechtigung

1. Befragung, was die Teilnehmer*innen als Privileg verstehen

2. Erklärung der Übung

Manchmal bemerken wir Privilegien nicht, weil sie so tief in
unserer Gesellschaft und Kultur verwurzelt sind. Wir werden täglich
mit kulturellen und sozialen Normen konfrontiert, die mit dem
Privileg einer bestimmten Gruppe zu tun haben können. Aufgrund der
Bedingungen, unter denen unser globales Szenario heute entstanden
ist, wird uns immer bewusster, dass marginalisierte Gemeinschaften
und Perspektiven es verdienen, eine Stimme zu haben, wenn wir dazu
beitragen wollen, dass eine egalitärere und inklusivere Zukunft
entsteht.

Privilegien zu verstehen und anzuerkennen ist der Schlüssel zum
Verständnis, warum und wie wir reagieren und unsere Umwelt
wahrnehmen. Um unsere Interaktionen objektiv reflektieren zu
können, müssen wir uns auf die Intersektionalität von Privilegien
konzentrieren. Es ist eine wesentliche Rahmung, die uns helfen kann
zu verstehen, wie jedes Privileg oder jede Marginalisierung an
einem anderen, aber verwandten Ort existiert."

3. Positionierung der Gruppe auf der Linie und Verteilung des
Augenschutztuchs

Foto: Magdalena Göllfner

I Yõ KIKRE // LICHTUNG
ENTANGLEMENTS

Co-creation workshop / Graz, 23-30 June 2021
Exhibition 01. July – 9. September 2021

i yõ kikre // Lichtung is an installation co-created during the

Entanglements workshop by Abiona Esther Ojo, Daniela Brasil,
Evelyn Tschernko, Katcha Bilek, Lisa Reiter, Nayarí Castillo, Otto
Oscar Hernández and Peninah Lesorogol.
It is a space to host conversations on collective wounds, the
visible and the invisible, the inherited and imposed. The ones
that hurt and the one’s we don’t even feel. i yõ kikre means
“my house” in Kayapó language, a circular clearing in the
rainforest that inhabit our spirits.
co-production:
Afro-Asian Institute Graz/ Daily Rhythms Collective
concept and coordination:
Evelyn Tschernko, Daniela Brasil and Lisa Reiter

The Entanglements Co-Creation Workshop is a cross-cultural and
cross-disciplinary space for experimentation, exploring forms of
weaving that enable the building of deeper relationships and critical
questions to our society. It seeks more balanced and regenerative
ways of living together – between the human and the non-human,
the sacred and the scientific, beyond the boundaries that systems of
oppression and competition continually impose on us. Participants
were invited to bring their own personal biographies and struggles
into the space, therefore we used sensorial and sensible practices of
tuning in, aligning our personal researches and interest towards the
co-production of artistic outcomes that weave our investigative (un)
learning processes.
This year we focused on indigenous cosmogonies, particularly on
Antonio Briceño photographic work on the indigenous Gods and
Goddesses in the Americas (or better said, Abya Yala), that aligned
with our research on the Kayapó people of Xingu (see the Restitution
of the Lukesch Collection); as well as on Peninah”s personal stories on
the current threath the Samburu people are facing. Also, the
cross-Atlantic triangulation on Yorubá ancestralities, found among
Esther, Daniela and Otto, an issue that brings Nigerian, Brazilian,
and Cuban cultures close by. In this way, we worked on the traces,
infra-structures, and limitations imposed on territories in Graz, in the
rainforest and in the savannas; we discussed the interconnectedness
of the extractivist and exploitative systems and our need to heal our
relationships with the land, with our ancestors, with the sacred.

Photos: Nikola Milatović

ENTANGLEMENTS
co-creation workshop

TRÜMMER
Video-work, 8min. Sommer 2021
Performance: Otto Oscar Hernandez
Camera & Montage: Daniela Brasil
Photos: Abiona Esther Ojo
https://vimeo.com/user109198022
Co-production Afro-Asian Institute/ Daily Rhythms Collective

Trümmer is a site-specific collaborative performance in response
to the contrast of corporalities, temporalities and territorialities found
in the limestone quarry in the northern exit of the city of Graz. The
relations between wrecked bodies, human and the land are mediated
by Earth-beings in dialogue beyong geological and extractivist times.
A video about enlived mountains, human strata, and not only. The
second chapter of a trilogie, which started with the video Summen
in 2020.

HOMEOSTASIS
BETWEEN BORDERS AND FLOWS
Graz Kulturjahr 2020
Philetairus socius, Summer 2021
collectively created scultpture
Daniela Brasil, Nayari Castillo, Studio Magic et.al
A2 Süd Autobahn, Exit Raaba

Photos: Nikola Milatović

HOMEOSTASIS
BETWEEN BORDERS AND FLOWS
Graz Kulturjahr 2020

ENTANGLEMENTS CO-CREATION WORKSHOP
Summer 2020
Afro-Asian Institute Graz/ Daily Rhythms Collective
concept and coordination: Daniela Brasil Evelyn Tschernko, Lisa Reiter

participants: Abelina Holzer, Afro-Asian Institute (Evelyn Tschernko), Clarissa Rêgo, Daily Rhythms
Collective (Daniela Brasil & Nayarí Castillo), Lisa Reiter, Otto Oscar Hernandez, Peninah Lesorogol,
Studio Magic (Judith Urschler, Max Kieninger, Patricia Wess, Thomas Kain)
During the Entanglements co-creation workshop, people from different disciplines and cultural
backgrounds have gathered to weave forms of togetherness. Working with natural leaves, fibres,
textiles, found materials, and open hearts, we were inspired by nets, nests and hammocks, by vernacular
and technological knowledge forms, human and non-human architectures. We weaved words and
gestures, thinking-feeling-acting. We weaved visions, ways of viewing, ways of feeling, ways of doing
and by doing so we also braided our differences.
The wisdom inherent in our bodies to self-regulate make us resonate in a dissonant unison – while we
build nests, or otherwise. We think that this way of working can bring about more resilient, solidary,
entangled relationships among ourselves, inside and out, in small but also in much bigger scales.
This workshop drew our attention to the micro-forests in the Graz roads and roundabouts, their
inhabitants, the ones that are imprisoned, the ones that stay, the ones that pass-by, the ones who
cannot come. The borders one can cross, the ones we cannot. Living beings, urban infrastructures,
growing, evolving standing still.

Photos: Nikola Milatović

ENTANGLEMENTS
co-creation workshop,
references and working methods
research on natural materials ,
local knowledges, endangered
handcraft techniques,
We were specially thankful to Mr.
Ritz, from Döblbad, Mr.Tony Korb,
and his beautiful fields in Feldbach.
.

ENTANGLEMENTS
co-creation workshop

SUMMEN
Video-piece, 13min. Summer 2021
Performance: Clarissa Rêgo & Otto Oscar Hernandez
Concept & Coordination: Daniela Brasil
Camera & Montage: Andrea Eidenhammer
Photos: Karin Lernbeiss
https://vimeo.com/user109198022
Co-production Afro-Asian Institute/ Daily Rhythms Collective

Summen is a site-specific collaborative slow-performance
conceived in response to the contrast of temporalities and
territorialities found between this wildflower meadow along the A2
Südautobahn. The piece was conceived and produced within the
Entanglements co-creation workshop.
Location:
A2 Southern Highway/ Service Area Laßnitzhöhe/ GrazUmgebung, Austria. The blooming wildflower meadows along
the highways roundabouts and service areas are part of a wider
European initiative to create supportive life environments that
foster biodiversity within large empty plots of land. The spot used
for this film is part of the project „Jeder Quadratmeter zählt“, a
cooperation between the Naturschutzbund and the ASFINAG.

FEATHERS OF HER CHILDHOOD
RECONSTRUCTING THE FAMILY ARCHIVE

My grandmother, born in Lisbon was named América. Due
to my grandfather’s political support to Humberto Delgado
in the portuguese presidential elections of 1958, they were
forced to flee over the Atlantic to the marvelous city. América
do Carmo became the América living in América. They had to
learn the portuguese language of the other side of the ocean,
full of mixtures and rhythms of Tupis and Yorubás. My father
did learn it somehow, but América never lost her accent and
the memories of the olive and fig trees of the gardens of her
childhood.
My grandfather, born in a stilt house along the Madeira River,
ate fish, monkeys and parrots until he reached the age of
seven. When his mother moved to Manaus in 1924, with her six
daughters and one son, none of them had surnames. Pinheiro
de Souza was given to them by the catholic church and the
state. Couldn’t they pick an amazonian tree instead? Why a
pine tree (pinheiro)? Why not Jambu or Ucuúba, Maçaranduba
or Urucum? Tucumã, Jutaí, Copaíba, or Jacareúba, Jatuaúba,
or Uxi? The cultural and geographical origins of the family
were somehow erased. Not only by the portuguese naming
and missionary education, but they were literally forced to
silence, to hide their indigenous past – in order to survive
especially when they migrated to Rio, in 1938. I was born a
few decades later in this melting pot that grew into a concrete
jungle upon ancestral Tupinambá lands, a place colonizers
named Rio – the River of January, that January of 1502 when
Amerigo Vespucci arrived with his crew to settle the city and
start the genocide of the indigenous populations living there, a
genocide followed by many others…
Following these conjunctions of rivers and oceans, I was given
4 last names. Among these, I chose the one from my mother’s
mother: Brasil. Her exactly story I don’t know, she died before I
could ask. But at least Brasil is a portuguese name of a tropical,
today endangered tree. Paubrasilia echinata, taxonomized in
1785, a few years after Tupi was banned as a language by the
portuguese rulers. Its Tupi name was Ibirapitanga. Maybe I
should rename myself so, Daniela Ibirapitanga. In any case
Brasil has passed through female lineage for four generations
by now. Born in Graz, my children (whose father has origins
in Saxony and Silesia) became König Brasil…. I wonder which
postcolonial, postnation-state kind of futures will emerge from
this ongoing mestiçagem.
Perhaps a kingdom of forests?
I hope so.

RETURN

Kleine Zeitung, 12/02/2020

Fotoserie mit Kayapó- und Assurini- Artefakten
der Sammlung Lukesch, Universalmuseum Joanneum.
Karmeliterplatz / Antoniuskirche, Graz, Österreich
Daniela Brasil, ILA & Karin Lernbeiss, 2019
This work was done in cooperation with the Universalmuseum Joanneum, Thank you to Dr. Gabrielle Wolf and Dr. Wolfgang Muchitsch

The Lukesch Collection of daily and sacred artefacts of the Kayapó and Assurini
people is returning to Brazil, yet Styria has been their home for more than 40 years.
What do emplacement and temporality imprints in an object? Which affects &
effects do objects imprint into personal and collective narratives?
To restitute is one way in taking responsibility for the traumatic colonial and structural violence of our shared histories – that persists into the present, even if often
invisibilized. These objects are returning to a safe space of protection and preservation of memory. But, which memories are we preserving? Which of them have
been destroyed forever? The National Museum in Rio was on fire, the Amazonian
forests were and are on fire, which peoples, which cultures are being burned?

we are coming home. but to which
home can one return to? what has been
displaced? who has been dispossessed?
what do we possess?

I AM RIvER, I AM LAND. NOW I KNOW
pop-up exhibition, presentation of field notes, archival material
related objects and literature in the Afro-Asian Institute Graz, spring 2019
RECONSTRUCTING THE FAMILY ARCHIVE
autobiographical research since 1999, ongoing

there is no common narrative. I have an (un)
ability to speak. it is impossible to remember.
nothing is exactly. but i dream in a language
once i knew. it was one of the thousand
languages of the rainforest, the languages of
the beings of the day and the beings of the
night. the languages that flow in its waters.
the languages that resist and the ones which
were killed. we should have heard them in
time. it is time. time returns. are we learning
to hear?

Photo: Maryam Mohammadi

EARTH CITIzENSHIP
installation to the show “No society will emerge
without commitment to diversity”
<rotor> centre for contemporary art,
Karmeliterplatz. Summer 2019

Posters and stamps used
for protests in Graz

Photo: Thomas Raggam

HUMAN AND EARTH RIGHTS DEFENDERS
EMPOWERMENT PRINT BAR/ WOMAN STAMPS COLLECTION
since 2018
Concept and Design Daniela Brasil
Co-Production Afro-asian Institute & Daily Rhyhtms Collective
STICK IT! Action to the Women’s Day Bündniss 0803 2022

Photo: Thomas Raggam

